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Dear Harvest Partner,
What a year so far! January riots in the capital of the U.S.-not since Abraham Lincoln has there been a
massive 25,000 troops in Washington, D.C. There are still several thousand troops left with huge fences
and walls all around the Capital Building due to the riots. The Capital has never been locked down as it
is at this moment. – Snow and freezing cold is the worst in 150 years; 50 below zero in many places.
The state of Texas had such severe cold that the electric power grid could not keep up with demand,
leaving millions without power. Also severe weather in many other states as well as some tornados. –
We also have the Covid-19 pandemic which has now reached over 500,000 deaths here in the U.S.A. The
cost before it is over will be in the trillions of dollars on a world-wide basis. – The coming inflation will
be staggering. Shortages are already showing up. Prices are rising on all commodities, especially
energy costs. Shortages in lumber, building material, copper, steel are at all time high prices. – Let us see
what Brother Neal Frisby has to say in the following message.
“Global Food Shortage – Global demand and water and soil problems – exacerbated by increasingly
dry weather in the U.S. and China lead to significant shortages in food that cascade into a global crisis.
Escalating food prices cause mass starvation in countries with low per capita income. Significant
instability arises in poor pockets of the developed world as the availability of affordable food plummets.
– The combination of increasing population growth, poverty, deadly epidemics, famine,
environmental degradation, and political instability and large-scale migrations toward developed
countries would be likely, causing upheaval and resentment in those destinations. Disease could
become rampant, making strict quarantines necessary for immigrants. The potential sources for this
instability already exist in various combinations throughout the continent.”
“An unmistakable prophecy is the erratic weather of the last few years which brought about the
coldest winters and the harshest summers in decades! – Severe droughts in parts of the world, floods,
famine and plagues in other parts! – Tornadoes, hurricanes and huge earthquakes are increasing in
volume as well as in destruction!” – “Fire also seems to be devouring parts of the earth as volcanoes
are erupting world-wide. The continental shelves are gradually moving, bringing minor and major
quakes until finally the cities of the nations shall fall! (Rev. 16:19) – And all is gradually fulfilling, and
heavenly signs are all around us pointing to His return!”
“Jesus’ coming will be very sudden and unexpected, as He said, ‘in an hour that ye think not.’ – It
would be like a thief in the night!” (I Thess. 5:2) – “As a flash of lightning; in a moment; in a twinkling
of an eye!” (I Cor. 15:52) Prophecy declares that it would be at a time of boom and bust cycles! – In
other words the time of recession, depression, prosperity and etc. – As rich men heaped their treasures
together in a one-world system. . . . And it was to occur in the latter times!” (James 5:3) – Verses 7-8 says,
“at the time of Jesus’ return! And then of course a world leader will bring for a short period, a streak of
tremendous prosperity! (Dan. 8:25) – Besides these events you will find many more events of the future
on our prophetic Scrolls!”
This month I am releasing a book called “Prophetic Events Loom” and DVD, “Science and
Prophecy.” – There is no better time to complete the gospel work. What we do for Jesus now will last
forever and a tremendous blessing will follow those helping in this important gospel work. May God
guide you in His wonderful wisdom and prosper and bless each and every one of you. I will be
remembering you in prayer.
Your Brother in Christ,
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